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Define formal assent

Minutes after Gordon Brown visited Queen Elizabeth II on Tuesday to draw a ceremonial line under Labour's 13 years in power, he was followed through the gates of Buckingham Palace by David Cameron, his triumphant Conservative successor seeking formal royal assent to an unknown coalition - Britain's first in 65 years - with the Liberal Democrats. Source Definition of Royal
Assent from the Collins English Dictionary News by Collins Sign up for our newsletter Get the latest news and gain access to exclusive updates and offers Sign Up World Kindness Day This Friday, November 13th is World Goodness Day, an awareness day launched in 1998 aimed at encouraging benevolent acts by individuals , organisations, and countries. Read more The year
of lockdown It's no surprise that several of the words on Collins Word of the Year 2020 shortlist have one great thing in common: the pandemic. Something that changed everyone's lives so deeply – leaving no country or continent untouched – was bound to have a significant impact on our language. Read more What a year's coronacoaster! Over the last few months, when
factories, offices, restaurants and other parts of social gathering have (intermittently) closed, people's creativity has taken all sorts of unexpected directions. Read more Collins English Dictionary Apps Download our English dictionary apps - available for both iOS and Android. Read more Collins Dictionaries for Schools Our new online dictionaries for schools provide a safe and
suitable environment for children. And best of all is advertising for free, so sign up now and start using it at home or in class. Read more Word Lists We have almost 200 word lists of topics as varied as butterfly types, jackets, coins, vegetables and knots! Amaze your friends with your new knowledge! Read more Join the Collins community All the latest wordy news, language skills,
offers and contests every month. Read more as; sent | \ a-a-\ as; sent | \a- \ One day I arrived in class to discuss some removal conditions written during the early romantic period. An African-American woman, Stephanie, was introduced to me by one of my students. Stephanie asked if she could sit in class, and I naturally myself myself. — Laura Mandell, Occupation, 1997,
Christopher, for his part, supposedly agreed and even welcomed this public confirmation of his own refusal, not that foreign diplomats need any. — Tom Carson, Village Voice, 19 July 1994 Fearing that without a new social package the country would slip away from him, Roosevelt agreed rather reluctantly – in proposals that in short make up the semi-welfare state in which we
have lived for the last half century. — Irving Howe, New York Times Book Review, 28 September 1986 The general proposed a detailed plan and the President agreed. Do we have to conclude from your silence that you have your consent? Cornel West of Harvard introduced Bradley as as Brother, my comrade. Then Bradley, wearing pharmacy reading glasses, standing
motionless on the podium, took the air out of the cavernous hall with a lecture on the history of racism and the complexity of ethnic subcultures. He got nods of knowledge assent, but he might have had a permanent O. - Howard Fineman, Newsweek, July 19, 1999 Appointments to top universities often required the recommendation and assent of experts from other fields; to the
extent that deans, traitors, and other administrators came from the economy and the hard sciences, many of them recognized rational choice as something close to their own ideals of legitimate scientific research. — Jonathan Cohn, New Democracy, 25 October 1999 From the second sex to a different voice, I could read and appreciate the analysis or argument without personally
feeling very involved. I could, and I did, support feminism because I believed in a lot of what feminist writers were saying about gender equality, but my assent came from my head, not from my heart. I knew that as an audience for feminist writers I was a pretty tertiary concern. — Robert J. Connors, College English, February 1996 As soon as filming began, the sequences that had
been neutralized for financial reasons were put back-with the tacit assent of the studio. — Charles Fleming, Vanity Fair, August 1995 See More Germany and other northern European deficit hawks, who also consent to the temporary lifting of spending limits in the European Union. — Peter S. Goodman, New York Times, Europe's leaders ditch austerity and fight the cash
pandemic, March 26, 2020 Women in previous eras were oppressed and often assented to it. — The Economist, Love in the Time of the Black Death, August 29, 2019 The government has also resorted to constitutional chicanery, taking advantage of the fact that kashmir's state legislature—which would normally have agreed to such changes—was dissolved more than a year
ago. — The Economist, Modi's withdrawal of Kashmir's autonomy, on August 9, 2019, Bolton had also staunchly resisted a proposal by Senator Rand Paul, R-Ky., to which Trump had initially agreed, to invite Iran's foreign minister to Washington last month, the officials said. — Washington Post, DIY Foreign Policy Chairman: Bolton's Dismissal Confirms It, September 12 2019 The
authorities consented, and Epstein apparently committed suicide, a punctuation mark on the futility and incompetence of a government that had ample opportunity to bring him to justice and failed every time. — Rich Lowry, National Review, Mistakes Made — Always in favor of Jeffrey Epstein, 13 August 2019 By the time the country reluctantly agreed to some help, the disaster
was starting to get away from the news. — Kelsey Piper, Vox, Why disaster relief is so difficult, 25 Mar. — Kelsey Piper, Vox, Why disaster relief is so difficult, 25 Mar. Mar. external aid, the disaster had begun to slip away from the news. — Kelsey Piper, Vox, Why disaster relief is so difficult, 25 Mar. 2019 Meanwhile, an extraordinary parliamentary session was given royal assent
and will be convened from Monday, the Royal Thai Daily reported. - Helen Regan, CNN, Prime Minister of Thailand says she is ready to lift the state of emergency. The protesters give him three days to resign, October 22, 2020 State leaders sometimes insist on their choices and exercise considerable power over confirmations, which traditionally require the assent of both
senators from a prosecutor's home state. — Jake Bleiberg, Star Tribune, Trump's top federal prosecutors are overwhelmingly white men, 6 Oct 2020 My Gumshoes grunted their consent and began building the record. — Neal B. Freeman, National Review, The Unexpurgated Jim Buckley, 5 Oct 2020 These accounts are currently awaiting the president's assent to be codified as
laws. — Manavi Kapur, Quartz India, India's new employment accounts have huge implications for how workers can be hired and laid off, September 28. 2020 State and local health officials have yet to give their consent as well. — Kirk Kenney, San Diego Union-Tribune, Fall football for Aztecs, Mountain West depends on the upcoming vote of presidents, September 24th. 2020
The second most important is whether to leave Republicans in control of the Senate, whose assent is necessary to pass federal laws and confirm presidential nominations in federal courts and senior jobs. - The Economist, The Donkey's Long Tail Because Democrats Are Our Narrow Favorites to Win the Senate, September 23rd. 2020 Undoubtedly, security concerns will present
an issue for China's assent as a global green energy powerhouse. — Eamon Barrett, Fortune, There is an ulterior motive for China's neutral commitment to coal: turning the green technology market, 23 Sep. 2020 Well, part of the ladder disassembled and that stopped my assent. — Dalton Ross, EW.com, Survivor Quarantine Questionnaire: Billy Garcia lit a fire during a Cook
Islands challenge, September 21. 2020 These example suggestions are automatically selected from various online news sources to reflect the current use of the word assent. The views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its authors. Send us feedback. See More nouns [countless] (official) jump in other results (on something) formal
agreement or approval of somethingA director has given her consent to the proposals. Shake (his) head Opinion. There were murmurs of both assent and dissent from the crowd. The bill passed in Parliament has now received (the) Royal Assent (= approved by the King/Queen). He's mutually agreed, the best person for the job. Additional Examples Smiled with Assent. They took
her silence for assent. There was general consent to his achievements. The government has given its consent to the project. The economic bill has not yet received the assent of Congress. The increase in taxes without the agreement of the declared illegal. Topics Opinion and argumentsc2Oxford Co-operator Dictionaryadjectiveverb + assent (something) grantwithhold ... with the
consent of someone without the consent of someone... phrasesa murmur of assentSee the full entryWord OriginMiddle English: from old French as (s) enter (verb) as (s)ente (noun), based on Latin consent, from advertising- to + sentire feel, think. See assent to the advanced American Oxford Dictionary
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